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Rood Lectures

• Physical consistency in climate modeling

and data assimilation

• Assimilation of atmospheric trace

constituents

• Climate change data sets: Is the evidence

coherent and convergent?
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Some documents, perhaps

relevant or interesting

• Assimilation of Stratospheric Meteorological and
Constituent Observations: A Review

– SPARC Newsletter, 25, 2005
• http://www.atmosp.physics.utoronto.ca/SPARC/News25/Assimilation%20Rood.html

• Ozone Assimilation and Reanalysis

– Articles in: Swinbank et al. (Eds.), Data Assimilation for the Earth
System, NATO Science Series IV: Earth and Environmental
Sciences, 26, Kluwer  (388 pages), 2003.

• Meteorology as Infrastructural Globalism

– Edwards, P. N., OSIRIS, 21, 229-250, 2006

• (forthcoming book which investigates the curious practice of
meteorologists considering assimilated data sets as “the
observations.”)
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Outline of Talk

• Applications of ozone assimilation

• Ozone data assimilation system
– Model

– Observing system

– A standard to strive for

• Performance of systems
– Evaluation of system performance

– Sensitivity to error specification

– Impact of new observing systems

• Concluding remarks
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SAFE

UNSAFE

• Short-term forecasting

• Observing system monitoring

• Mapping

• Better information for calculation of radiative transfer

• Better information for data use (and retrieval)

• Benefits from multivariate analysis
– One observed variable has information about another observed variable

• Model and observation evaluation

• Estimates of unobserved quantities

• Unified data sets

• Estimates of budgets terms / transport

• Trends

Data Assimilation Applications
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Why do ozone assimilation?

• Observing system monitoring

• Better information for data use (and retrieval)
– Account for ozone radiative transfer more accurately

than, for instance, climatology
• Temperature analysis

• Ocean color

• …

• Benefits from multivariate analysis
– Improve wind estimates

• Where wind estimates need improving, ozone gradients are
weak, and ozone weighting functions are broad.
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Why do ozone assimilation?

• Estimates of unobserved quantities

– Estimation of other constituents that are largely
constrained by ozone and other observed constituent

• Requires explicit chemical mechanism

• Requires consideration of time scales across several orders of
magnitude

– Makes it prone to many inconsistency errors

– Tropospheric ozone

• Requires some source of tropospheric information

• Requires knowledge of highly variable surface sources

• Requires explicit inclusion of cloud transport
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Why do ozone assimilation?

• Explore assimilation methods

– A relatively simple problem of geophysical interest
even if –

• Linear

• Univariate

• Quasi-conservative

• …

• A lot of high quality ozone observations which
can be used to validate (or dismiss) the quality of
the assimilation.  (very high standard)
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Ozone Data Assimilation System
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Figure 5: Schematic of Data Assimilation System
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Ozone Model (1)

• O3/ t = – •U O3 + M + P – L O3

–  O3 is air density x ozone mixing ratio

– U is velocity  “resolved” transport,
“advection”

• from meteorological assimilation

– M is “Mixing”

• “unresolved” subscale advective cascade

• Convective and boundary layer transport in
troposphere
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Ozone Model (2)

• O3/ t = – •U O3 + M + P – L O3
– P and L are chemistry

• P is production

• L is loss
– Generally proportional to amount of constituent

– Chemistry can be specified with a great range of complexity
• Full reactive schemes of many transported species and hundreds of reactions

– Daunting research problem

• Simple linear relaxation, expansion around an equilibrium
– What I will talk about

– Easy to add bias correction

• Not at all
– Conservative … or data insertion acts as a source!

• Parameterizations for special circumstances like winter-spring polar ozone loss
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Ozone observing system (1)

• Ozonesondes:  High quality up to about 15 hPa (pump
issues).  Low spatial and temporal coverage.  Best
estimates of tropospheric ozone. Validation.

• Dobson (& M-83) spectrophotometer: Ground-based total
column measurement.  Used in TOMS calibration.

• Aircraft: Very high quality in missions.  MOSAIC on
commercial flights.  Validation.

• LIDAR: High quality.  Low spatial and temporal
resolution. Network for Detection of Stratospheric Change
(NDSC)

• Ground measurements: Air quality monitoring



Attributes of Ozone Profiles
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Vertical Structure
(2 km grid)
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1 Viewgraph Ozone Primer

Chemistry and Transport

Surface Sources

Chemistry

Transport

Chemical-dynamical balance point

Internal dynamical boundary that 

separates chemical regimes

Free-running

model profile
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TOMS
(Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer)

• Amount of ozone in column above you

– No vertical information

• Ultraviolet, solar backscatter

– No measurements in dark

• Scanning

• Workhorse of trend studies
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TOMS coverage

Polar night

Between

Tracks



TOMS: Vertical Structure

e.g., Hudson et al., JGR,

1995.

See also work of Fishman,

Kim, Thompson, Ziemke,

Chandra, Newchurch …

TOMS measures

column and by itself

cannot distinguish

between stratosphere

and troposphere.

With ancillary

information several

have made estimates

of tropospheric ozone

Algorithm

accurately sensitive

to ozone changes

here

Algorithm poorly

sensitive to ozone

changes here

topp

p
dpozone

surface

)(

Cloud issues
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SBUV
(Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet)

• Amount of ozone in column above you

• Vertical profile information

– Above 20 hPa ~ 8 km resolution

• Ultraviolet, solar backscatter

– No measurements in dark

• Nadir

• Operational
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SBUV Coverage

Polar night
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Resolution:  8 km

above the peak.

“no real information

about altitude depen-

dence” below 25 km

Bhartia et al, JGR, 1996.

Klenk et al., J. Appl. Met.,

1982.

http://code916.gsfc.nasa.g

ov/Public/Space_based/sb

uv
Cloud issues
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Limb Emission Sounders
(e.g. Microwave Limb Sounder)

• Vertical profile above some altitude

– ~ 100 hPa

– Modern instruments into the troposphere, to
cloud tops

• ~ 3 km resolution

• Infrared or microwave emission

• Limb

• Several research instruments
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UARS MLS coverage

Flips back

and forth

every 35 days
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Occultation

• Vertical profile above some altitude

– ~ 100 hPa

– Modern retrievals into the troposphere, to cloud tops

• Absorption, solar, lunar, stellar

• Limb, sunrise, sunset, moonrise, moonset, star

rise, star set

– Odd observing patterns

• Several research instruments, excellent accuracy
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Occultation sounder coverage
(e.g. HALogen Occultation Experiment)

1 year

At each point 13 or 14

observations per day

Cannot specify 

global field
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TOVS
(TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder)

• Amount of ozone in column above you

– No vertical information

• Emitted Infrared

– Available all the time

• Scanning

• Data quality

– Ozone community is skeptical

– NWP-heritage community uses it



Incomplete list of space-based ozone instruments

• SBUV

• TOMS

• GOME

• SCIAMACHY

• OMI

• SAGE

• HALOE

• POAM

• GOMOS

• LIMS

• CLAES

• ISAMS

• MLS/ MLS-EOS

• MIPAS

• HIRDLS

• ILAS

• TES

• TOVS

• AIRS

UV

Occul-

tation

Limb

Troposphere

IR NWP
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A standard to strive for

• Assertion:  To make a contribution of geophysical

significance to ozone science, assimilation has to

provide a global representation of ozone with

comparable vertical information to that which is

available from limb or occultation instruments.

– Credible tropospheric ozone would be excellent.

– Ability to provide better data sets before 2003 and

before 1992 is a sweet goal as well.  (Occultation +

SBUV)
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What does validation tell us?
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Hohenpeissenberg: Profiles

(old results)
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Sodankyla: Profiles

(old results)



Validation statistics (old)

Note errors

near tropopause

variance/mean
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Sensitivity of vertical profile to error

covariance specification

• We tried a number of improvements to the

error covariance statistics to improve the

bias at the tropopause

– Correlated information in TOMS data

– Flow dependent covariances



Observation Information

Forecast Information

Summary: forecast model and observed information

Observation and Forecast

error specification

Profile Info

From Forecast

Profile Info

From SBUV No Profile Info

From TOMS

+



Correlated information

Forecast Info

TOMS Info

SBUV Info

TOMS data have a much higher

spatial density than SBUV or model.

If these data are treated as independent

pieces of information, when in fact 

they are correlated, then TOMS data

will have more influence on the weights

than justified.

Represent the correlation as

exp(-r/L)

r distance between observations

L is 150 km



RMS differences with sondes
correlated vs uncorrelated TOMS errors

July 1998

150 hPa

Impacts model vs data weights
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Flow dependent

covariances
Isotropic as

an example

Background:

Potential vorticity
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What is the most direct way to

improve vertical structure?

• Better observational sources of information.

– Define the profile well in the lowermost

stratosphere.

• Model the tropopause region more accurately

• Better representation of vertical correlation length
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• Comparison of an individual

ozone sonde profile with three

assimilations that use SBUV

total column and stratospheric

profiles from:

– SBUV

– SBUV and MIPAS

– MIPAS

• MIPAS assimilation captures

vertical gradients in the lower

stratosphere and synoptic

variability (not shown)

MIPAS Ozone assimilation
M

IP
A

S
 d

at
a



Assimilation of
sparse occultation
data captures ozone
evolution in the
lower stratosphere:
from higher ozone
in the polar vortex in
the winter (top),
over gradual loss in
the “ring” near the
vortex edge
(middle), to the full
depletion (bottom).

Aug 1

Sep 1

Oct 20

         South Pole

 ozone sonde

POAM+SBUV

assimilation

     SBUV

assimilation

ozone (mPa)

Assimilation of POAM solar occultation data

GMAO combined an ozone model with 

satellite data to provide three-dimensional 

maps of ozone before and during the 

development of the Antarctic “ozone hole”.

Assimilation of
occultation data from
1993 to present will
allow studies of polar
ozone for the period
preceding EOS Aura.

Assimilation of Polar Ozone and

Aerosol Measurement (POAM III) solar

occultation data captures ozone profile

in agreement with in situ sonde data.



Ozone forecast skill at 46S

• Forecast skill of POAM+ILAS+SBUV assimilation is
slightly better than for SBUV assimilation. Forecast
skill of persistence is shown for reference.

Anomaly

correlations are

computed using

independent

SAGE III

validation data for

November 1-11.

persistence

SBUV 

assimilation

POAM+ILAS+SBUV

            assimilation



Comparison with SAGE III

• Assimilation of Aura MLS and OMI data reproduces the mean
profile shape in the lower stratosphere and its variability with
latitude better than the assimilation of Version 6 SBUV/2 data.

Mean profiles from:

_ SAGE III

_ Aura assimilation

_ SBUV/2 assimilation

Sunrise

near 37°S

Sunset

near 67°N

MLS data are available

for January 9-13.

The comparisons are at

SAGE III measurement

locations on 

January 11-13.
3



Assimilation of SBUV data

• Version 8 of SBUV data when assimilated provides
better profile shape in the lower stratosphere in
comparison with independent SAGE III data

    Assimilation

    of V6 SBUV
    Assimilation

    of V8 SBUV
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MONITORING



EP TOMS Scan Angle Problem

TOMS O-F at 2 S
January 28,
2001

January 28,
2000

EastWest

TOMS is a
scanning
instrument

• O-F residuals from 14 orbits are shown for a day in a) 2001, and b) 2000.

• Across track variability of the mean (red curve) increased from 7.6 DU in year

2000 to 13.1 DU in year 2001.



Monitoring of OMI total ozone O-F residuals

• Assimilation of
MLS data
decreases OMI
O-F residuals

• Absence of MLS
data increases
OMI O-F
residuals

• OMI and MLS
seem consistent.

• Use of MLS data
in lower
stratosphere
decreases OMI
O-Fs further.

OMI data from zoom 

mode increase O-F 

residuals.

OMI residuals are 

typically 1DU smaller 

than SBUV residuals.
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MLS
MLS

MLS
MLS

Zoom

OMI+MLS(46-0.15 hPa)

OMI+MLS(100-0.15 hPa)

MLS data

OMI zoom mode data

SBUV assimilation
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TROPOSPHERIC OZONE



Tropical tropospheric columns

Ascension

Natal Nairobi

Am. Samoa

• OMI improves the agreement with SHADOZ ozone data

• Spatial and temporal variability are captured.

_ Sondes

_ MLS+OMI

assimilation

_ MLS+SBUV

assimilation

January February
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Tropospheric columns: extratropics

_ Sondes

_ MLS+OMI

assimilation

_ MLS+SBUV

assimilation

Hohenpeissenberg
Lauder

Jokioinen

• Comparisons with independent ozone sondes show that
spatial and temporal variability are captured.

Marambio

10

60

D
U

January February
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Conclusions-1

• The quality of an ozone assimilation system is,

first and foremost, dependent on two sources of

observational information

– Total column ozone

– Vertically resolved ozone information below the peak

• Notable progress

– Improvement of ozone retrievals

– Use of ozone observations in assimilation
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Conclusions-2

• The assimilation of ozone is useful for

– Monitoring the behavior of the observing system

– Providing information for radiative transfer to support better use of other
satellite instruments

• Temperature

• Ocean color

• …

– Mapping

– Short-term ozone forecasting, esp. in stratosphere

• The assimilation of ozone is promising for improved estimates of
tropospheric ozone

– Problems remain in assimilation near tropopause

– Need better information in troposphere

– Treatment of convective transport

– Specification of surface sources
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Conclusions - 3

• Challenges remain

– Representation of strong local and or multi-

constituent chemistry

– Extraction of wind information

– Improvement of weather forecast

– Bias in multi-sensor data sets

– Role in trend detection

– Telling us something new about ozone
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Hohenpeissenburg: Time

series

Assimilation

Sondes

Jan      Feb    Mar    Apr     May   Jun     Jul

mPa
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Hohenpeissenburg: Time

series

(Time mean removed)

Assimilation

Sondes

Jan      Feb    Mar    Apr     May   Jun     Jul

mPa
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How do observations impact

vertical structure?
Observation Operator, H, transforms model prediction to

observation space

For TOMS, maps 3D field to 2D fields.  Increments are 

calculated.  HT maps it back.  Mass weighted distribution

 in the vertical.

Covariance model contains the product of a correlation function

and variances.

The correlation model is prescribed and influences how

 the increment is spread in the vertical and horizontal.

Variances determine balance between model and

 observations  how much influence the model profile is 

given.

wa = wf + PfHTx

(HPfHT + R)x = wo - Hwf


